Grant Title: AT & T FOUNDATION

Area of Research: Improving education, advancing community development, addressing vital community needs and enhancing unique cultural assets.

Deadline: No information, submit a letter of inquiry

Amount: None listed.

Length of Support: None listed.

Eligible Applicants: 501(c)(3) organizations that have clearly stated objectives, long-range planning, active participation of the governing board and strategies that incorporate diversified sources of support. The AT&T Foundation also considers grants to organizations that qualify as government instrumentalities.

Foundation: AT & T Foundation

Summary: The AT&T Foundation provides grants to organizations and programs that enrich quality of life, with an emphasis on improving education, advancing community development, addressing vital community needs and enhancing unique cultural assets. Programs funded are designed to: enhance education by integrating new technologies and increasing learning opportunities; improve economic development through technology and local initiatives; provide vital assistance to key community-based organizations; support cultural institutions that make a community unique; and advance the goals and meet the needs of diverse populations. Programs which increase access to technology tools and resources, broaden technology training and professional skills development, and/or reach and empower disadvantaged or underserved communities are often competitive. The request for proposals (RFP) process is invitational for some special grants programs and an open, competitive process for others. Unsolicited grant proposals are rarely funded.